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 In this paper, an accurate method for determination of fault location and fault 
type in power distribution systems by neural network is proposed. This 
method uses neural network to classify and locate normal and composite 
types of faults as phase to earth, two phases to earth, phase to phase. Also 
this method can distinguish three phase short circuit from normal network 
position. In the presented method, neural network is trained by αβ space 
vector parameters. These parameters are obtained using clarke 
transformation. Simulation results are presented in the MATLAB software. 
Two neural networks (MLP and RBF) are investigated and their results are 
compared with each other. The accuracy and benefit of the proposed method 
for determination of fault type and location in distribution power systems has 
been shown in simulation results.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Distribution networks have special importance in load providing for indoor and industrial 
consumptions. Fault occurrence in distribution systems is too probable; therefore to guarantee the continuity 
of service, an accurate fault detection procedure is too necessary. Service quality is main object in a 
distribution company which is depended on reliability. One of the most important indexes in reliability is 
System Average Interruptions Duration Frequency Index (SAIDI). Fault classification and fault location 
method have important role in SAIDI reduction. 

Several methods and algorithms for fault location have been presented in the literatures. One of the 
most common methods for fault location is based on impedance calculating, which is obtained by voltage and 
currant sampling. In this method fault location is obtained from the relationship between fault distance and 
impedance [1]. 

Another method is travelling wave based fault location scheme [2]. In this technique, the required 
fault location information is obtained using the synchronized voltage signals from the first and the end of the 
transmission line [2].  

Voltage Sag Profile tracking is another method for fault location [3-4].   
For high impedance faults detection, wavelet transformation method has been proposed in [5-7]. In this 
method high impedance faults are detected using harmonic current analysis.   

In αβ space vector method, fault classification is obtained by comparing of characteristics curves (on 
alpha-beta plan) before and during the fault, also fault location is determined from the relationship between 
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distance and the eigenvalue of line current matrix [8-9]. The restriction and limitation of this method is 
dependence of fault location to load for some fault types.  

Recently fault detection which is based on neural networks in several papers has been introduced 
[10-12]. One of the methods uses neural network to fault detections which scrutiny the breakers state and 
relay status in a feeder and then the destroyed element is identified [10]. This method is presented for small 
and simple power systems [10]. 

For major power networks which have too many lines and buses, multiple neural networks are used, in 
order to time reduction of neural network training. The employment of multiple neural networks is possible 
in different form, for example a great power system is subdivided into several subsystems and a neural 
network has been separately introduced for each one of them [11]. 

In Ref.10, the authors present a hierarchical artificial neural network (HANN) for determining of 
fault location. This technique identifies fault distance step by step. Applied neural network consists of three 
classes [12-14]. In other word, problem solution by hierarchical ANN is down through three levels which are 
low, medial and upper level [12]. This method only determines fault location. 

In this paper, a new neural network based method for determination of fault location and fault type 
is proposed. This network is trained by αβ space vector technique and the eigenvalue of line current matrix. 
The main advantage of the proposed method is that only three phase current sampling for each feeder is 
sufficient. Also the proposed method is not depending on fault impedance, thus it is useful for determination 
of fault type and fault location in fault condition with different impedance value. Also high impedance faults 
can be detected by this method. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method for determination of 
fault location and type. Simulation results are presented in section 3 to achieve the suitable neural network. In 
section 4, determination of fault location and fault classification in the radial distribution feeders is presented. 
Section 5 presents the main conclusions of this paper. 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this section a neural network is proposed to determine the fault type and location. This neural 
network is trained with suitable parameters. These parameters change regularly with fault type and distance 
variations. The proposed method fundamentally subdivided in three following stages. 
- The first stage is to convert the line current into αβ space components using Clark transformation. 
- The second stage is to determine the eigenvalue for neural network training in order to identify the fault 

distance. 
- The third stage is to calculate the eigenvector for neural network training in order to identify the fault 

type. 
 
2.1. Convert the Line Current into αβ Space Components 

One of the best de-coupling procedures for three phase line currents is Clark transformation. The 
static two-phase variables are named "alpha" and "beta". The third parameter is zero-sequence [8]. 
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The first step is to achieve a data sample of the line currents in matrix form as following:  
 

S=� i1�t0� i2�t0� i3�t0�
⋮ ⋮ ⋮

i1�t0+�n-1�∆t� i2�t0+�n-1�∆t� i3�t0+�n-1�∆t��      (2) 

 
Where t0 is the start time of data sampling and ∆t is the sample interval. 
The conversion of line current into αβ space ingredients is obtained as following: 

A = Tc. S = �������     i��t� + ∆t� ⋯ i���� + �� − 1�∆t�
i��t�� i��t� + ∆t� ⋯ i���� + �� − 1�∆t�
i��t�� i��t� + ∆t� ⋯ i���� + �� − 1�∆t��                 (3) 
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2.2. The Proposed Neural Network for Determination of Fault Location 
Fault location is obtained from the neural network. This network is trained with eigenvalues. Line 

currents are characterized by eigenvalues of data sample correlation matrix. Correlation matrix of A is 
obtained as following: 

 
B=AT.A          (4) 

 
The operator "eig" has been used to achieve eigenvalue of matrix B, as following: 

 
[F,C]=eig(B)         (5) 

 
Where matrix C is as the following:  

 

C = ��� 0 0

0 �� 0

0 0 ���        (6) 

  
Where λα, λβ and λ0 are eigenvalues of B. Simulation results indicate that only the λ0 eigenvalue 

has relationship with fault location. Relationship between λ0 and distance for two types of fault are shown in 
Figures 1-2. 

The columns of matrix F (in Eq.5) are defined with eigenvectors f1, f2 and f3. This subject is 
described in the next section. 

 

 
Figure 1. Relationship between λ0 and fault distance for phase A to ground (A-G) fault. 

 

 
Figure 2. Relationship between λ0 and fault distance for phase A to C and phase B to ground (A-C &B-G) 

fault. 
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2.3. The Proposed Neural Network For Determination Of Fault Type  
Fault classification is obtained by a neural network. This network is trained with eigenvectors of line 

currents matrix for each type of fault. 
Matrix F columns (in Eq.5) are defined with eigenvectors f1, f2 and f3, as following: 
 

F=	
�  
�  
��         (7) 
 
Where, 
 
� = [
�� 
�� 
��] 	 
� = [
�� 
�� 
��] 	        (8) 
� = [
�� 
�� 
��] 	 
 
Simulation results indicate that the sign of components of matrix F varies according to fault type; therefore 
each one of fault types constitutes a particular matrix. 
The sign of matrix F components, for some different fault types are presented in table 1. 
 

Table 1. The sign of matrix F components for some different fault types 
f33 f23 f13 f32 f22 f12 f31 f21 f11 Matrix F: 

         Fault Type 

- - - - + - + + -   A-G 
- - + + - - + - +   B-G 
+ - - - + - + + +  C-G 
+ - + - - - + - -  A-B-G 
- - + + - - + - +  C-B-G 
0 - + - - - + - -  A-B 

- - + 0 - - + - 0  C-B 

- - + + - - + + +  A-B , C-G 

0 - + 0 - + + - -  Pre-fault 

 
In fault classification step, the output of neural network is a number. Each number refers to a particular type 
of fault as shown in Table 2. 
 
 

Table 2. The output of neural network for determination of fault type 
Fault Type ANN Output Fault Type ANN Output 

B-C-G 8 A-G 1 

A-C-G 9 B-G 2 

A-B-C 10 C-G 3 

A-B , C-G 11 A-B 4 

B-C , A-G 12 B-C 5 

A-C , B-G 13 A-C 6 

Pre-Fault 14 A-B-G 7 

 
 
2.4. The Block Diagram and Algorithm of The Proposed Method 

The block diagram of the proposed method for determination of fault classification and location are 
shown in Figures 3-4. It includes below main steps:  
- The first step is to achieve a data sample of the line currents. 
- The second step is mathematical treatment on the achieved data sample using Clark. 
- The third step is acquiring the eigenvalue (λ0) and eigenvector components (f11…f33). 
- The forth step is applying eigenvector components (f11…f33) as inputs of first artificial neural network 

(ANN). The output of the first ANN is the type of the fault. 
- The fifth step is applying eigenvalue (λ0) and fault type as inputs of second ANN. The output of the 

second ANN is the distance of the fault. 
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Figure 3. The algorithm for determination of fault type and location 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The algorithm for determination of fault type and location. 
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2.5. Determination Of Fault Location And Type With Neural Network  
A neural network is defined and characterized by its architecture, input, number of neurons, output, 

size, and by the training technique that is used to determine its weights. Several architectures have been 
proposed in the literatures. The best architecture of neural network depends on the type of problem.  

In order to obtain an optimum neural network, the simulation results for RBF and MLP neural 
networks are compared. 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In order to investigate accuracy and quality of the proposed method and to achieve the best neural 
networks for determination of fault type and location, a typical power distribution system is considered. The 
main characteristics of this system are as the following: 
- Distribution line with: S=118 mm2 , R=0.2791 Ω/km, L= 0.326 mH/km 
- Substation power transformer of 10 MVA, 63/20 kV, Y/d, artificial neutral formed for 1 kA 
- Load: 2MVA, cosφ=0.9 
- Substation power transformers of 3MVA, 20/0.4 kV, Dyn 
- Phase-phase fault impedance= 0.0001 Ω 
- Phase-ground fault impedance=1 Ω 
 
3.1.  Determination of fault location and type with neural network 

A neural network is defined and characterized by its architecture, input, number of neurons, output, 
size, and by the training technique that is used to determine its weights. Several architectures have been 
proposed in the literatures. The best architecture of neural network depends on the type of problem.  

In order to obtain an optimum neural network, the simulation results for RBF and MLP neural networks 
are compared. 
 
3.1.1. Determination of fault location and type with MLP neural network 

In this section, in order to achieve the most suitable MLP network for determination of fault location 
and type, several excitation functions for MLP neural networks with different characteristics are investigated 
and studied.  

To compare between the different types of neural networks results, the absolute error is defined as 
following: 

linelengthtotal

locationfaultcalculatedlocationfaultactual

errorabsolute

−

=
     (9) 

Total absolute error for whole 13 types of faults is calculated as following: 
 

( )
kk

errorabsoluterrorabsolutTotal ∑
=

=
13

1      
(10) 

 
In Eq.10, k is the number of fault type, where each number refers to a particular type of fault as 

shown in table 2. 
In order to determination of fault location by MLP neural network, the relationship between 

eigenvalue (λ0) and fault distance is used to train the MLP neural network. The typical MLP excitation 
functions are logsig, purelin, radbas, staling, satlins, tansig, and tribas.  

The total absolute error (in percentage of total length line) for fault location using different 
excitation functions is shown in Figure 5. 

As shown in Figure 5, the total absolute error for fault location using functions purelin, satlins and 
tansig is less than the error among the defined excitation functions.            

The total absolute error for different pair of functions which are used for two layers of MLP neural 
network has been presented in Figure 6. 

As shown in Figure 6, the total absolute error for the third pair of functions (purelin, tansig) is less 
than total absolute error among other pair of functions. Therefore in ultimate structure for MLP neural 
network, purelin and tansig are applied for two layers in network.   
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Figure 5. The total absolute error (in percentage of 
total length line) for fault location by different 

functions 
 

Figure 6. The total absolute error (in percentage of 
total length line) for different pair of functions 

 

 
The final step to achieve a suitable neural network is to obtain an optimum number of neurons for 

MLP network. As shown in Figure 7 the total absolute error of neural network with 6 and 7 neurons in 
hidden layer, is not significantly less than the total absolute error of the neural network with 5 neurons, 
therefore a MLP neural network with two layers, (five neurons in hidden layer and one neuron in output 
layer) has a suitable response. The final MLP neural network for fault location is shown in Figure 8.  
 
 

 
Figure 7. The total absolute error (in percentage of 
total length line) for different number of neurons. 

 

 
Figure 8. MLP neural network for determination of 

fault location. 
 

 

 
Figure 9. The total absolute error for fault 

classification with different number of neurons. 
 

 
Figure 10. MLP neural network for determination of 

fault type. 
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In similar method, a MLP neural network is achieved for determination of fault type. In obtained 
MLP network, satlin and logsig constitute the best pair of functions which contain the least total absolute 
error. To select the optimum number of neuron, several networks with different number of neurons are 
studied. Absolute error for fault classification is obtained as following: 

 
absolute error = | Actual rate �Fault type� -  Computed result(Fault type)|  (11) 

 
The total absolute error in vertical axis is obtained from Eq.10. 

 
As shown in Figure 9 the total absolute error of neural network with 6 and 7 neurons in hidden 

layer, is not significantly less than the total absolute error of the neural network with 5 neurons, therefore a 
MLP neural network with two layers, (five neurons in hidden layer and one neuron in output layer) has a 
suitable response as shown in Figure 10. 

 
 

3.1.2. Determination of Fault Location and Type With RBF Neural Network 
The function RBF iteratively creates a radial basis network one neuron at a time. Radial basis 

networks can be used to approximate functions. RBF creates a two-layer network (The hidden layer and 
output layer). One of the RBF neural network parameters is spread.  

It is important that the spread parameter be large enough that the neurons of RBF respond to 
overlapping regions of the input space, but not so large that all the neurons respond in essentially the same 
manner. In order to achieve the most suitable RBF network for determination of fault location and type, 
several RBF network have been studied. The absolute error for fault location is obtain by Eq.9 and absolute 
error for fault type  is obtain by Eq.11 and total absolute error (for vertical axis in diagrams) is obtained using 
Eq.10.  

To obtain a suitable RBF network for fault locating, in the first step several RBF network with 
different number of neurons are studied, in this step spread parameter is assumed 1. The simulation results 
are shown in Figure 11. As shown in Figure 11 the total absolute error of neural network 10 neurons in 
hidden layer, is not significantly less than the total absolute error of the neural network with 9 neurons, 
therefore RBF neural network with 9 neurons is perfected. 

In second step, several RBF network with different value of spread are studied. In this step the 
number of neurons is considered 9. The simulation results are shown in Figure 12. 
 

Figure 11. The total absolute error (in percentage of 
total length line) for different number of neurons. 

 

Figure 12. The total absolute error (in percentage of 
total length line) for different value of spread 

parameter. 
 

 

As shown in Figure 12 if spread parameter is 3, then the total absolute error is greater than the total 
absolute error when the spread parameter is 2, therefore for obtain a suitable RBF the spread parameter is set 
to 2. 

To obtain a suitable RBF network for determination of fault type, in the first step several RBF 
network with different number of neurons are studied. In this analysis spread parameter is considered 1. The 
simulation results are shown in Figure 13. As shown in Figure 13 the total absolute error of neural network 
with 7 neurons in hidden layer, is not significantly less than the total absolute error of the neural network 
with 8 neurons, therefore the RBF neural network with 7 neurons is perfected. 
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Figure 13. The total absolute error for fault 

classification with different number of neurons. 
 

 
Figure 14. The total absolute error for different value 

of spread parameter. 
 

 
In the next step, several RBF network with different value of spread are studied, in this step the 

number of neurons is 7. The simulation results are shown in Figure 14. 
As shown in Figur 14, if the spread parameter is 5, then the total absolute error is greater than the 

total absolute error when the spread parameter is 4, therefore for obtain a suitable RBF the spread parameter 
is set to 4. 
 
3.2. Comparison of the RBF and MLP neural networks 

In order to investigate the quality and accuracy of proposed RBF and MLP neural networks, and to 
compare them with each other, the simulation results for determination of fault type and location have been 
presented in tables 3-4.  

For determination of fault location, MLP and RBF neural networks have been trained with ten 
different λ0 which are dependent on ten different fault distances. Also for determination of fault type, MLP 
and RBF neural networks have been trained with ten different eigenvectors which are dependent on 13 
different fault types. 

 
 

 Table 3. Simulation results (fault type) of MLP and RBF neural networks. 
Error:  

 |actual rate - computed 
result| 

Computed result (Fault 
type) 

Actual 
rate  

(Fault 
type) for MLP 

neural 
network 

 for RBF 
neural 

network 

MLP 
neural 

network 
output  

RBF neural 
network 
output  

0.3 0.03 1.3 0.97 1 
0.33 0.09 1.67 1.91 2 
0.25 0.08 3.25 3.08 3 
0.22 0.02 3.78 4.02 4 
0.36 0.02 4.64 5.02 5 
0.45 0.007 5.55 6.007 6 
0.35 0.001 7.35 7.001 7 
0.15 0.04 7.85 8.04 8 
0.07 0.03 8.93 9.03 9 
0.12 0.06 10.12 9.94 10 
0.26 0.013 10.74 11.013 11 
0.36 0.006 12.36 12.006 12 
0.42 0.11 13.42 12.89 13 

 
 

As shown in table 3 the output of RBF neural network for fault classification is more accurate than 
the MLP neural network output. Therefore for determination of fault type, RBF is more suitable than MLP. 

As shown in table 4 the output of MLP neural network for fault location is more accurate than the 
RBF neural network output, thus for determination of fault location, MLP is more suitable than RBF.  

As discussed above in proposed method, RBF neural network is applied for fault classification and 
MLP neural network is applied for fault location. 
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Table 4. Fault distance from begin of distribution line (in percentage of total line length) for MLP and RBF 
neural networks. 

FAULT DISTANCE FROM BEGIN OF DISTRIBUTION LINE IN  
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL LINE LENGTH (%) 

Error:  | actual rate - computed result | Computed result Actual fault location Fault type 
For 

 MLP 
 Neural 
 network 

 for RBF neural network MLP neural network output RBF neural network output   

0.1 1.5 65.1 63.5 65 1 
0.8 2.9 24.92 22.1 25 2 
0.21 0.52 35.21 31.52 35 3 
0.15 1.38 37.65 36.12 37.5 4 
0.17 0.7 47.33 48.2 47.5 5 
0.07 2.23 64.93 67.23 65 6 
0.16 0.9 32.66 33.4 32.5 7 
0.01 2.1 44.99 47.1 45 8 
0.13 2.69 85.13 82.31 85 9 
0.14 1.6 37.64 39.1 37.5 10 
0.12 5.09 37.38 32.41 37.5 11 
0.11 1.5 65.11 63.5 65 12 
0.15 4.6 35.15 30.4 35 13 

 
 
The final flowchart for determination of fault location and type is shown in Figure 15. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Final algorithm for determination of fault type and fault location. 
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4. FAULT LOCATING AND FAULT CLASSIFICATION IN THE RADI AL DISTRIBUTION 
FEEDERS 

A radial feeder has been shown in Figure 16. The characteristics of the main line and each one of the 
branches are equal to the line characteristic which are presented in section 3. 
 

 
Figure 16. The configuration of a simple radial distribution feeder 

 
In order to determination of fault location and fault type in the radial distribution feeders, in the first 

step for each one of the branches, the eigenvectors of line currents matrix is analyzed and investigated based 
on the proposed method. As soon as the faulty branch is detected, determination of fault location is done in 
the same branch. If all of the branches are at the pre-fault condition, the eigenvectors of main line current 
matrix is analyzed and investigated based on the proposed method. If the main line is at the fault condition, 
determination of fault location is done using proposed method in the main line. The simulation results are 
shown in table 5. 
 

Table 5. The simulation results for determination of fault location and fault type in a branchy feeder 
Calculated 

fault 
location 

Actual 
fault 

location 

First ANN output: 
fault type 

Line 
number 

Fault 
type 

With  
round 
operat

or 

Without 
round 

operator 

  

In percentage of total 
line length (%) 

65.6 65 1 1.45 1 1 
21.7 25 2 1.92 1 2 
36.32 35 3 3.24 3 3 
37.38 375 4 4.38 1 4 
47.66 47 5 4.91 2 5 
64.42 65 6 6.31 4 6 
32.65 325 7 7.1 3 7 
45.2 45 8 8.25 1 8 
85.52 85 9 8.83 2 9 
37.48 37.5 10 10.25 3 10 
37.72 37.5 11 11.41 4 11 
65.13 65 12 12.34 3 12 
34.8 35 13 12.86 2 13 

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a neural network based method is proposed for determination of fault type and 
location. The simulation results of two neural network (MLP and RBF) are analyzed and compared. In this 
method, neural network has been trained with αβ space vector parameters.  

The main conclusions of the proposed method are as the following: 
- All types of faults can be classified in this method.  
- In this method the number of inputs is decreased, as determination of fault type and location is down only 

by the three line currents sampling, where other methods use both voltage and current sampling data 
together. 

- This method is useful for distribution feeders which have several branches, as only the three phase current 
sampling at the sending end of each branch is enough for determination of fault type and location using 
proposed method.  

Load 2 

Current 
 Sampling 1 

          

Source 
 

Current 
 Sampling 2 

Current 
 Sampling 3 

Current 
 Sampling 4 

Load 3 Load 4 
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- The proposed method is not depending on fault impedance, thus it is useful for fault classification and 
fault location in fault condition with different impedance value. Also high impedance faults can be 
detected by this method. 

- The RBF neural network is applied for determination of fault type and MLP neural network is applied for 
determination of fault location.  
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